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MORTGAGE CONTRACTS AND SELECTIVE DEFAULT
YERKIN KITAPBAYEV AND SCOTT ROBERTSON
Abstract. We analyze recently proposed mortgage contracts which aim to eliminate selective
borrower default when the loan balance exceeds the house price (the “underwater” effect). We show
that contracts which automatically reduce the outstanding balance in the event of local house price
decline remove the default incentive, but may induce prepayment in low price states. However, low
state prepayments vanish if borrower utility from home ownership, or outside options such as rental
costs, are too high. We also show that capital gain sharing features, through prepayment penalties
in high house price states, are ineffective, as they virtually eliminate prepayment in such states.
For typical foreclosure costs, we find that contracts with automatic balance adjustments become
preferable to the traditional fixed rate mortgage at contract rate spreads of approximately 50−100
basis points, depending on how far prices must fall before adjustments are made. Furthermore, these
spreads rapidly decrease with the borrower utility from home ownership. Our results are obtained
using American options pricing methods, in a model with diffusive home prices, and either diffusive
or constant interest rates. We determine the contract, default and prepayment option values with
optimal decision rules. We provide explicit solutions in the perpetual case with constant interest
rates; and numerically compute the prepayment and default boundaries in the general case.
1. Introduction
It is by now incontrovertible that the housing crisis of 2007-2009 was exacerbated by the “under-
water” effect, where homeowners owed more on their house than it was worth on the market. The
negative effects of being underwater are well known, having been documented at the government
([14]), academic ([4]) and public ([32]) levels.
Underwater mortgages powered a vicious cycle within many United States metropolitan areas,
most prominently in the Southwest. Borrowers, having purchased homes initially worth far more
than their incomes could support, but recently having lost a large portion of their value, were stuck
in houses which they could neither afford nor sell. In response, they engaged in large scale selective
defaults on their loans (c.f. [5]). This led banks to incur significant losses, either directly through
the foreclosure process, or indirectly through the resultant fire sales, in which the repossessed home
was sold at a depressed value (c.f. [21, 8, 4]). The fire sales further depressed home prices and
appraisal values, putting more homeowners under water, repeating the cycle.
In short, underwater mortgages posed, and continue to pose, significant risks for the homeowner,
the lending institution, and the broader health of the economy. Furthermore, there is an inherent
asymmetry in that traditional mortgage contracts have built-in protections against interest rate
movements (e.g. adjustable rate mortgages, refinancing with no penalties), but there are no such
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protections for house price decline. Indeed, default associated to house price decline has tradi-
tionally been considered a “moral” issue ([22]), to be worked out in the (lengthy, expensive) legal
system.
To mitigate risks associated to underwater mortgages, as well as to avoid the legal system, a
number of alternative mortgage contracts have been proposed. At heart, each contract aims to
insulate the borrower in the event of area wide house price decline, by suitably adjusting either
the outstanding balance or monthly payment of a traditional fixed rate mortgage (FRM). From
the bank’s perspective, the idea is that if one accounts for foreclosure costs and other negative
externalities associated to underwater default, then, despite the lower payments (compared to the
FRM), the contracts are competitive or even preferable.
The purpose of our paper is to analyze three such proposals, and to see which is “best” for both
the borrower and lending institution, while also identifying any unforeseen risks. We consider the
“adjustable balance mortgage” of [1]; the “continuous workout mortgage” of [43]; and the ”shared
responsibility mortgage” of [31, 32].1 We choose these contracts because they span a wide range
of possible adjustments, such as lowering payments immediately, lowering payments if house prices
fall sufficiently far, and including a prepayment penalty, and comment that our method of analysis
is not limited to just these contracts.
All contracts start with a certain level payment, and then adjust payments according to the
movements of a (local) house price index H, which acts as a proxy for the home value. An index
is used, as opposed to home appraisals, for two reasons. First, appraisals are cumbersome and
expensive. Second, an index removes moral hazard, as the borrower cannot profit from intentionally
lowering his home value. Lastly, local house price indices exist. Indeed, both the “S&P CoreLogic
Case-Shiller Home Price Indices” ([9]) and the Federal Housing Finance Agency House Price Index
Reports ([17]) track national and local house price movements, with Case-Shiller having indices for
twenty U.S. metropolitan areas.
While detailed formulas (in continuous time) are provided for each contract in Section 2, we
briefly describe the payments at a given time t prior to the loan maturity at T . To fix notation, set
BFt as the outstanding balance and c
F the level payment for a traditional FRM with mortgage rate
m, unit purchase price, and initial loan-to-value of B0 (e.g. B0 = 0.8 for a 20% down-payment).
The adjustable balance mortgage (ABM) explicitly eliminates the underwater effect by setting
the outstanding balance to min
[
BFt , Ht
]
. Here, we have normalized H0 = 1, and remark that for
a 20% down payment, house prices would have to fall by at least 20% before any payments are
adjusted. The monthly payment is then derived to be cF ×min [1, Ht/BFt ] (c.f. (2.4)), so that it
also never exceeds the originally scheduled payment.
Alternatively, the continuous workout mortgage (CWM) and shared responsibility mortgage
(SRM) take as primitive the monthly payment, and unlike the ABM, begin adjusting payments
1There are also numerous papers which design optimal mortgage contracts based upon principal-agent and/or
equilibrium considerations. For example, see [36, 37, 7, 16]. These are discussed at the end of the introduction.
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upon any decline in H. The CWM monthly payment is c×min [Ht, 1] for a certain payment cap c,
which along with the outstanding balance, are determined using risk neutral pricing theory. The
SRM sets the monthly payment to cF × min [Ht, 1], directly adjusting the FRM level payment.
Its outstanding balance is computed to be BFt × min [Ht, 1] (c.f. (2.7)). Additionally, the SRM
has a profit sharing feature, designed to make the loan more valuable to the bank2. Should the
borrower prepay at t, he must pay the penalty α×max [Ht − 1, 0], which is α×100% of the capital
gains on the house. In [32] the authors suggest α = 0.05. The idea is to insulate the bank against
the possibility of the borrower refinancing into another SRM when house prices are at historic
minimums, because if so-refinanced, any future prepayment will incur a large penalty.
Unfortunately, there are two immediate problems with the CWM. First, the outstanding balance
is not publicly observable. Rather, it is the expected value of a discounted future cash flow stream,
computed under a risk-neutral measure (c.f. Remark 2.1). Unless there is a liquid market for this
stream (which, to the best of our knowledge, there is not), a model for the house price and stochastic
discount factor must be used to compute BCt . While this might be fine for the bank, it is bad for the
borrower, who must know the balance to make a prepayment decision. Questions abound regarding
implementation, such as which model is used, and who chooses the model parameters. Second, as
shown Section 3.3, under very general conditions the ABM and SRM remove the default incentive,
but the CWM might not. For these two reasons, we pay primary attention to the ABM and SRM.
Our analysis is performed using American options pricing methodology, where we assume both
locally and globally, the bank takes a worst-case approach to valuation. Locally worst-case means
that given a termination time (either default or prepayment), the bank assumes it will receive the
lower of the two possible payments. Globally worst-case means the bank values the mortgage by
considering the worst possible termination time, which is modeled as the optimal stopping time.
While this avoids explicitly identifying the borrower’s rational for default or prepayment, it does
implicitly assume a level of financial sophistication upon the borrower, as now discussed.
Application of options pricing theory to value mortgage backed securities is well known in the
literature: see [27, 28, 26, 46, 12], as well as [25, 10, 11, 23]. However, it was quickly recognized
that borrowers do not always act in a financially optimal manner (c.f. [30] for a more recent
exposition), and there are individual reasons (“turnover”) for contract termination such as loss of
job, injury, divorce, death, etc.. This led to the more commonly used reduced form models for
mortgage valuation: see [15, 40, 41, 29] and the many extensions therein.
Despite its pitfalls, we believe the options pricing approach is necessary to differentiate the
contracts. Simply put, as the contracts’ stated objective is to reduce selective default, we must
assume the borrower is sophisticated enough to selectively default. Otherwise, we are left with
either the ad-hoc task of defining default intensities for each contract, or if we use a common
default intensity, we may not capture contract-specific features3.
2Unlike the ABM and CWM, the SRM is nearing commercial availability: see [34].
3Our analysis can incorporate reduced form prepayment models, where for example, turnover is governed by a
conditionally independent Poisson process which in turn adjusts the discounting rate.
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Using the American options approach, we identify the contract values along with optimal stopping
boundaries. We assume the house price indexH follows a geometric Brownian motion with volatility
σ and “dividend” rate δ, which measures either the utility the homeowner obtains by living in the
house, or an outside option, such as renting the house. The interest rate is either constant, or
follows a Cox-Ingersoll-Ross (CIR) process which shocks partially correlated to the shocks driving
H (see [29, 10, 23] for similar models). The numerical methods we used for computations should
be applicable also for wide class of diffusion models of house price and interest rate.
While the associated free boundary problems are easy to solve numerically, the lack of explicit
solutions makes a qualitative comparison between the contracts difficult. To enable comparison, the
bulk of our analysis takes place under two simplifying assumptions: constant interest rates and an
infinite maturity. Constant interest rates allow us to focus on the relationship between house prices
and default (house prices are the primary driver of default), while the perpetual horizon enables
“explicit” solutions to the free boundary problems. As we later show in the stochastic interest rate
case, default boundaries are insensitive to the interest rate, and hence assuming a constant rate
does not alter the main message. As the typical mortgage contract length is 30 years, the perpetual
assumption is mild, given that selective default or prepayment decisions occur near the beginning
of the term.
In this setting, our main conclusions are
(1) The SRM capital gain sharing feature is ineffective. At low percentages (e.g. α = 1% − 2%),
virtually all prepayment in high price states is eliminated, making the contract value insensitive
to α. The 5% penalty suggested in [32] is too high to have the intended effect.
(2) The ABM is competitive with the FRM at relatively low mortgage rate spreads, while the
SRM requires a larger spread. For example, at 35% foreclosure costs (c.f. [21, 8, 4]), the ABM
requires a spread over the FRM of 50 basis points to have the same value to the bank. The
SRM requires a spread of 150 basis points. These spreads rapidly decrease with δ.
(3) If δ is sufficiently low, both the ABM and SRM endogenously cause prepayment in low house
price states. Here, the borrower compares her mortgage rate m to the utility dividend rate δ.
Should δ < m, for cash flow purposes, she has an incentive to prepay. However, for δ > m this
region vanishes: low-state prepayment will not occur if the borrower is sufficiently happy living
in the house (or, e.g., if rental costs are too high).
We conclude the ABM is generally superior the SRM, because of the ineffective SRM profit
sharing feature, and because the ABM waits for larger house price declines before adjusting pay-
ments. Furthermore, the SRM profit sharing feature essentially locks the borrower into her loan
if home prices rise. Especially after large house price gains, the (negative) prepayment penalty
will dominate the (positive) capital-loss protection, and we envision the borrower will be frustrated
with the contract. We also conclude the ABM could be effectively marketed as a product which
offers protection against house price decline for a reasonable mortgage spread. Furthermore, if the
borrower sufficiently enjoys living in her house, it will not be sold in low house price states.
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Briefly, we comment on the literature which obtains optimal mortgage contracts based upon
principal-agent and/or equilibrium considerations, as well as [18], which analyzes the SRM in
a general equilibrium framework. The papers [36, 37, 7, 16] (among others) as well as the recent
[38, 6, 20] identify optimal mortgages from a contract design viewpoint. Here, the borrower, lender,
as well as the depositors to the bank, are rational agents who derive utility through consumption
and housing, and who have stochastic investment opportunities and income processes.
Though not a uniform conclusion, the above papers indicate the superiority of an option ARM
(for two counter-examples, see [24] which considers the “ratchet” mortgage, which is an ARM with
only negative rate resets; and [38] which, very interestingly, produces a contract similar to the
ABM, indexing the balance to a house price process.). This is an ARM with the added feature that
the borrower, should he encounter a negative income shock, is allowed to defer principal payments.
The mortgage would then negatively amortize, up until a point (written into the contract) at
which the borrower defaults. Option ARMs have been issued in the market, with varying degrees
of effectiveness depending upon the financial sophistication of the borrower (c.f. [19, 39] for an
overview, as well as [3] for a broader empirical discussion on mortgage contracts with complex
features). Especially for less sophisticated borrowers, option ARMs did not perform as intended,
because given the option to lower their monthly payment, the borrowers took it, even if it put
them at greater risk. By contrast, the contracts we consider have automatic payment adjustments,
removing the borrower’s discretion.
Lastly, we highlight [18] which shows that indexing (especially at a national level) may lead
to macroeconomic instability. Underlying this analysis is the assumption that the SRM has been
adopted on a large enough scale to cause feedback effects. For example, this could happen if FNMA
decides to back SRM mortgages. However, currently these mortgages are either in the theoretical
stages (ABM, CWM), or are being advertised on a very small scale (SRM, c.f. [34]). As such, we
offer a “first implementation” analysis, where the bank is considering offering these products on a
small scale (to sophisticated borrowers) and wishes either to know what might happen in the worst
case, or more generally, how to most effectively market the product.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides details of continuous time versions of the
three contracts. Section 3 formulates corresponding optimal stopping problems, and shows that
the CWM may not remove the default incentive. Section 4 analyzes the FRM, ABM and SRM
contracts in the infinite horizon and constant interest rate setting. Section 5 extends to finite
horizon case and allows for stochastic interest rates. Appendix A contains the proofs.
2. The Mortgages
Each mortgage involves a loan of B0 at time 0 with maturity T . We normalize the purchase
price to 1 so that B0 is the initial loan to value (LTV). We do not assume B0 = 1: typical initial
LTVs are 0.8 (for a 20% down-payment) or 0.9 (for a 10% down-payment). Additionally, there is
a house price index process H = {Ht}t≤T , with H0 = 1 scaled to the purchase price.
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2.1. Traditional. The baseline contract is a continuous time, fully amortized, level payment FRM
with mortgage rate m. The outstanding balance BF solves the ordinary differential equation (ODE)
B˙Ft = mB
F
t − cF , BFT = 0
where cF is the (to-be-determined) payment rate. This admits explicit solution
(2.1) BFt =
B0
(
1− e−m(T−t))
1− e−mT ; c
F =
mB0
1− e−mT
for t ≤ T . The interest portion of the payment rate is mBFt , while the principal portion is cF−mBFt .
Next, we remark that (2.1) implies
(2.2) cF =
mBFt
1− e−m(T−t)
for t ≤ T , which is useful equality, identifying cF as the level payment for a loan of BFt at rate m
with maturity T − t.
2.2. Adjustable Balance. The ABM was proposed in [1], and here we present a continuous time
version. As with the FRM, m is the mortgage rate. With BF as in (2.1), the remaining balance
BA of the ABM is
(2.3) BAt := min
[
BFt , Ht
]
for t ≤ T . To compute the payment rate cA, assume at t the homeowner has borrowed BAt in a
fixed rate, level payment, loan with maturity T − t and contract rate m. From (2.2) and (2.3) we
deduce
(2.4) cAt =
mBAt
1− e−m(T−t) = c
F ×min
[
1,
Ht
BFt
]
for t ≤ T . By design, the ABM is never underwater, with BAt = BFt , cAt = cF when Ht ≥ BFt . For
example, with a 20% down payment, house prices would have to drop by at least 20% before the
ABM and FRM begin to differ.
2.3. Continuous Workout. The CWM was proposed in [43], and has been subsequently analyzed
in [44, 45]. Unlike the FRM and ABM, in the CWM there is no mortgage rate m. Rather, the
CWM starts with a (to-be-determined) upper bound cC for the payment rate. Given the house
value Ht (which starts from H0 = 1 at t = 0) the payment rate is
cCt := c
C ×min [1, Ht]
for t ≤ T . To obtain the outstanding balance, the CWM borrows from risk-neutral pricing theory,
positing the existence of a pricing measure Q, and a stochastic model for both H and the money
market process r. The outstanding balance is then defined via the “no arbitrage” pricing formula,
assuming no future prepayments or defaults. Thus,
(2.5) BCt := Et
[∫ T
t
e−
∫ u
t rvdvcCu du
]
= cC × Et
[∫ T
t
e−
∫ u
t rvdv min [1, Hu] du
]
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for t ≤ T , where Et represents taking a conditional expectation at time t. As BC0 = B0 is fixed, we
may solve for cC , obtaining the outstanding balance and payment rate
(2.6) BCt = B0 ×
Et
[∫ T
t min [1, Hu] e
− ∫ ut rvdvdu]
E
[∫ T
0 min [1, Hu] e
− ∫ u0 rvdvdu] ; cCt = B0 × min [1, Ht]E [∫ T0 min [1, Hu] e− ∫ u0 rvdvdu] .
Remark 2.1. Absent a liquid market for a security which promises the cash flow stream min [1, H·],
BC is not publicly observable, but rather dependent upon a model. This raises many questions
regarding implementation. Who decides to choose the model, model parameters, and parameter
values? Is a precise description of the modelling assumptions written into the contract?
2.4. Shared Responsibility. The last contract is the SRM, proposed in [31] as well as [32, 33].
It is similar to the CWM in that the payment rate declines linearly in the house price when the
latter is below 1. However, unlike for the CWM, the remaining balance of the SRM is publicly
observable. Second, and this is a key departure from the FRM and ABM as well, upon prepayment
the borrower must split a portion of the capital gains with the lending institution.
Like the FRM and ABM, the SRM takes the mortgage rate m as given. With the FRM level
payment cF of (2.1), the SRM payment rate is
cSt := c
F ×min [1, Ht]
for t ≤ T . To define the remaining balance, we appeal to (2.2) and (2.1), setting for t ≤ T
(2.7) BSt := c
S
t ×
1− e−m(T−t)
m
= BFt ×min [1, Ht] .
Let us compare BS , cS with the ABM-counterparts from (2.3) and (2.4), respectively. While the
ABM lowers payments once the house price index falls below the originally scheduled remaining
balance, the SRM adjusts payments downward for any decline in H.
To compensate the bank for the reduced payment rate, the SRM requires the borrower, upon
prepayment, to share a portion of the capital gain with the lender. Specifically, for α ∈ (0, 1), upon
prepayment at t < T the bank receives (recall H0 = 1)
BSt + α× (Ht − 1)+ = BFt ×min [1, Ht] + α× (Ht − 1)+ .
Above, the first component is the remaining balance, and the second a fraction of the capital gain.
In [32], α = 5% is recommended, and as an essential feature of the SRM contract, throughout, we
assume α is strictly positive.
The SRM just outlined is a continuous time version of the contract described in [33], where
both the outstanding balance and payment rate are adjusted. However, in [31] (see also [18]) the
contract adjusts the payment rate but not the outstanding balance. This is achieved by taking
the payment reduction cF − cSt from the interest portion mBFt , while leaving the principal portion
cF −mBFt alone4. To be consistent with [33], we will assume reductions in both the payment rate
and balance.
4For large house price declines, a reduction in principal may take place as well.
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2.5. Perpetual Contracts. To conclude, we present perpetual analogs of the above mortgages,
which are more amenable to analysis. As reinforced in Section 3.4, due to the (typically) lengthy
contract maturity (e.g. T = 30 years), perpetual mortgage valuations are close to their finite
maturity counterparts at the beginning of the term, where the effects of selective default and
prepayment are most pronounced.
Each of the balances and payment rates are easily derived from their finite maturity analogs by
taking T =∞
(2.8)
Contract Balance Payment Rate
FRM B0 m×B0
ABM min [B0, Ht] m×min [B0, Ht]
SRM B0 ×min [1, Ht] m×min [1, Ht]
We omit the CWM (c.f. Remark 2.1 and Theorem 3.1 below).
3. Optimal Stopping Problems and Default Incentives
In this section, we formulate optimal stopping problems associated to the contract values, and
well as the respective default and prepayment option values. We also show that the ABM and SRM
eliminate the borrower’s incentive to default, but the CWM contract might not.
3.1. Model and Assumptions. Results are valid assuming the house price index follows a (constant-
dividend) geometric Brownian motion, but with essentially arbitrary money market process. There
is a filtered probability space (Ω,F ,F,Q). The money market rate r is a non-negative adapted
process with
∫ T
0 rudu <∞ almost surely, and the house price index has dynamics
(3.1)
dHt
Ht
= (rt − δ)dt+ σdWt, H0 = 1
where W is a Brownian motion and δ, σ > 0 are constant. Next, we make precise our behav-
ioral/structural assumptions, as subtleties arise in the use of risk-neutral pricing for mortgage
backed securities which, though common in the literature (c.f. [29, 25, 10, 11, 23] amongst many
others), should be made explicitly.
First, the bank assumes that upon termination of the mortgage, the borrower will do what is
“locally” worst for the bank. More precisely, let τ be a termination time. If the borrower prepays
(e.g. home sale, refinancing) the bank receives Bτ (the remaining balance for whichever contract
is being used). If the borrower defaults, the bank receives Hτ , the house price
5. Therefore, taking
a worst-case perspective, the bank assumes it will receive min [Bτ , Hτ ] with prepayment when
Bτ < Hτ and default when Hτ ≤ Bτ .
5In Section 4.6 we account for foreclosure costs , which are significant. Indeed, foreclosure can take up to 3 years
([13]), with total costs (due to maintenance, marketing and discounted “fire sale” pricing) approaching 35− 40% of
the home value: see [2, 21, 8, 4].
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Second, we assume the bank has access to a liquid market which trades in H and r, and uses
Q as a risk-neutral pricing measure. Furthermore, the bank assumes the borrower will do what is
“globally” worst, and values the mortgage by minimizing the expected discounted payoff over all
termination (stopping) times.
Importantly, we do not examine the borrower’s rationale for prepaying (i.e. refinancing versus
selling) or defaulting. However, in the absence of frictions (e.g. foreclosure costs, prepayment
penalties, refinancing costs, moving costs), there is a direct connection between the bank applying
a worst case analysis, and assuming the borrower is a financial optimizer. By contrast, when
incorporating frictions such as foreclosure costs for the bank (c.f. Section 4.6), this connection is
not as strong, as these costs do not factor into a homeowner’s decision to default.
3.2. Mortgage, Prepayment, and Default Option Values. First consider either the FRM,
ABM or CWM, and with i ∈ {F,A,C}, denote by ci be the cash flow rate, and Bi the outstanding
balance. In light of the above discussion, at t ≤ T the bank assigns the value
(3.2) V it = essinf
τ∈[t,T ]
Et
[∫ τ
t
e−
∫ u
t rvdvciudu+ e
− ∫ τt rvdv min [Hτ , Biτ ]]
where the essential infimum is taken over all stopping times τ with values in [t, T ]. Note that being
an essential infimum, the mortgage value is an Ft-measurable random variable. However, when we
specify a (Markov) model for r, the value will be a deterministic function of the current time, house
price, and interest rate: i.e. V it = V
i(t,Ht, rt), and there will be an optimal termination policy, so
one can replace “infimum” with “minimum” (see (3.7) below).
To understand the above formula, note that for a given termination time, the expectation is
simply the arbitrage-free price for a cash flow of ci until τ , followed by a lump-sum payment of
min
[
Hτ , B
i
τ
]
at τ . Then, the mortgage value is found by applying the worst-case analysis over all
such stopping times. The SRM value is similarly obtained, but we must account for the capital
gain sharing feature, setting
(3.3) V St = essinf
τ∈[t,T ]
Et
[∫ τ
t
e−
∫ u
t rvdvcSudu+ e
− ∫ τt rvdv min [Hτ , BSτ + α(Hτ − 1)+1τ<T ]] .
To compute the default and prepayment option values, we take a simple perspective: the default
(respectively prepayment) option value is the cost incurred by the bank, due to the fact that the
borrower can both default and prepay, rather than just prepay (resp. default). For example, with
the FRM, ABM and CWM, accounting for both prepayment and default yields a lump sum payment
of min
[
Hτ , B
i
τ
]
at the termination time τ . Excluding the default the lump sum payment is Biτ . The
cost to the bank is thus Biτ −min
[
Hτ , B
i
τ
] ≥ 0 (for the SRM one compares Bτ + α(Hτ − 1)+1τ<T
with min [Hτ , Bτ + α(Hτ − 1)+1τ<T ]).
The above implies a cost for each termination time. However, there is no reason to think the
worst-case termination time accounting for both prepayment and default is the same worst case
termination time accounting only for prepayment. Accordingly, rather than using the optimal τ
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from (3.2) (or (3.3)), we define the value of mortgage excluding defaults by
V NoDef,it := essinf
τ∈ [t,T ]
Et
[∫ τ
t
e−
∫ u
t rvdvciudu+ e
− ∫ τt rvdvBiτ
]
, i ∈ {F,A,C}
V NoDef,St := essinf
τ∈ [t,T ]
Et
[∫ τ
t
e−
∫ u
t rvdvcSudu+ e
− ∫ τt rvdv (BSτ + α(Hτ − 1)+1τ<T )] .(3.4)
The default option cost to the bank is
Dit := V
NoDef,i
t − V it
for i ∈ {F,A,C, S}. Similarly, to identify the value of the prepayment option, we first obtain the
mortgage value excluding prepayments as
V NoPP,it := essinf
τ∈ [t,T ]
Et
[∫ τ
t
e−
∫ u
t rvdvciudu+ e
− ∫ τt rvdvHτ
]
, i ∈ {F,A,C, S} .
The prepayment option then has cost to the bank
PP it := V
NoPP,i
t − V it
for i ∈ {F,A,C, S}.
3.3. Preventing Ruthless Defaults. We now show the ABM and SRM ensure the default option
has no value, but this is not necessarily the case for the CWM. Intuitively, this is because the ABM
and SRM by construction ensure the mortgage is never underwater, whereas the CWM defines the
balance via risk neutral pricing, and there is no guarantee that the contract is never underwater.
Theorem 3.1. For each t ≤ T , DAt = DSt = 0 almost surely. By contrast, DCt = 0 almost surely
if and only if
1
δ
(
1− e−δ(T−t)
)
≤ 1
B0
E
[∫ T
0
e−
∫ u
0 rvdv min [1, Hu] du
]
.(3.5)
Let us consider the case rt ≡ r > 0. At t = 0, using the identity min [a, b] = b− (b− a)+ for any
numbers a and b, the condition (3.5) simplifies to
(3.6)
∫ T
0
C(1, u; 1, r, δ, σ)du ≤ 1−B0
δ
(
1− e−δT
)
where C(H0, T ;K, r, δ, σ) is the Black-Scholes call option price for stock price H0, maturity T ,
strike K, interest rate r, dividend rate δ, and volatility σ. Using the explicit formula for∫ T
0
C(H0, u;K, r, δ, σ)du
obtained in [42, Section 3], Figure 1 compares the left-hand side and right-hand side of (3.6) at
t = 0 as a function of δ. We see that only for δ above a certain threshold, the default option
is worthless. This is intuitive, as the higher the utility from living in the house, the more the
homeowner will be reluctant to default, and above a certain level, there is no default incentive.
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Figure 1. This figure displays left-hand side (thin dash) and right-hand side (solid)
of the equation (3.6) with respect to δ. The shaded region is where the default option
has value. The critical threshold is δ = 5.37%. Parameters are T = 30, r = 2.479%,
B0 = 0.8, and σ = 25%.
Immediate Prepayment for the FRM, ABM. We next present a useful result which states that
(essentially) irrespective of the model, it is never optimal to prepay either the FRM or ABM when
the current interest rate rt exceeds the mortgage contract rate m. Specifically, when rt > m and
BFt < Ht immediate prepayment is always dominated by waiting until either rt = m or maturity.
Proposition 3.2. For the FRM and ABM, it is never optimal to prepay on
{
rt > m,Ht > B
F
t
}
.
3.4. Free Boundary Problems and Verification. We close this section by identifying free
boundary problems for the mortgage contract value, as well as both the default and prepayment
option values. It is standard procedure in the option pricing literature to reduce the early exercise
problems to free boundary PDE problems. The latter can be tackled using numerical methods such
as finite difference, which, in our setup which involves at most two spatial variables, is numerically
efficient. We exclude the CWM contract, as it may not rule out default, and requires a model to
compute the outstanding balance. Throughout, we either take r > 0 as constant, or r is a CIR
process driven by a Brownian motion B constantly correlated with the Brownian motion W driving
H (c.f. (5.2) below). Hence, we are in a “Markovian” setting with the pair of processes (rt, Ht).
To simplify notation, we write conditional expectations as Er,ht [·], rather than Et [·|rt = r,Ht = h].
In this setting, each of the contract values takes the functional form
(3.7) V (t, r, h) = inf
τ∈[t,T ]
Er,ht
[∫ τ
t
e−
∫ u
t rvdvc(u,Hu)du+ e
− ∫ τt rvdvf(τ,Hτ )
]
for certain functions c(t, h) and f(t, h) of time and the house price. The respective c and f are
given in (5.1) below, but, for example, the SRM has c(t, h) = cF ×min [1, h] and f(t, h) = BFt ×
min [1, h] + α(h− 1)+.
Standard arguments show that the optimal timing problem (3.7) can be reduced to the following
free boundary PDE problem
(3.8) min [Vt + LV − rV + c, f − V ] (t, r, h) = 0; t ∈ (0, T ), r, h > 0
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where L is the second order operator associated to (r,H). The exercise region is {V = f}, while
the continuation region is {V < f}. These regions must be determined, along with the solution V
to the PDE. As usual, continuous and smooth pasting conditions at optimal stopping boundaries
are imposed to obtain C1 solutions amenable to Itoˆ’s formula and hence verification (c.f. [35] for
extension of Itoˆ’s formula to C1 functions).
In the perpetual case, the value function is given as
(3.9) V (r, h) = inf
τ≥0
Er,h
[∫ τ
0
e−
∫ u
0 rvdtc(Hu)du+ e
− ∫ τ0 rvdvf(Hτ )
]
with associated free boundary problem
(3.10) min [LV − rV + c, f − V ] (r, h) = 0; r, h > 0
and with the corresponding continuation and exercise regions. As we consider mortgage contracts,
the exercise region will be further decomposed into a prepayment region and default region (should
the latter exist). Lastly, when r is constant, V becomes function of (t, h) and h, respectively, with
r thought of as a parameter.
4. Perpetual mortgage and constant interest rate
As discussed in the introduction, we first take the interest rate r as constant, and use the
perpetual contracts of (2.8). We assume r < m, both in view of Proposition 3.2, and because
negative mortgage spreads are unrealistic in practice. Crucially, the perpetual case allows for
“explicit” solutions to the free boundary problem (3.10), which will go a long way in providing
both intuition and comparative statics. Indeed, in (3.10), the homogeneous ODE LV − rV = 0 has
general solution
(4.1) V (h) = Ahp1 +Bhp2
for free constants A and B where
p1 = −r − δ − σ
2/2
σ2
+
1
σ2
√
(r − δ − σ2/2)2 + 2rσ2 > 1;
p2 = −r − δ − σ
2/2
σ2
− 1
σ2
√
(r − δ − σ2/2)2 + 2rσ2 < 0.
(4.2)
4.1. FRM. Let us first consider the perpetual FRM with c(h) = mB0 and f(h) = min [B0, h] in
(3.9). In the continuation region, the general solution to LV − rV + c = 0 is
V F (h) = Ahp1 +Bhp2 +
mB0
r
for to-be-determined constants A,B. Next, we will identify two boundaries b < B0 < b such
that default occurs for h ≤ b, prepayment occurs for h ≥ b, and continuation occurs within. The
solution is obtained by finding (A,B, b, b) such that V F satisfies the continuous and smooth pasting
conditions at b and b. Furthermore, to ensure verification, we must also show A,B < 0 so that
V F (h) ≤ min [h,B0]. Lengthy but straightforward calculations prove the resulting system of four
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equations with four unknowns has a unique solution (see the Appendix for details). We summarize
the solution to the FRM problem in the following Proposition.
Proposition 4.1. The value function V F is increasing, C1, concave with the following action
regions
h ≤ b ∈ (b, b) ≥ b
Action Default Continue Prepay
V F (h) h Ahp1 +Bhp2 + mB0r B0
where b and b are optimal thresholds such that 0 < b < B0 < b.
4.2. ABM. Next we consider the perpetual ABM where c(h) = m × min [B0, h] and f(h) =
min [B0, h] in (3.9). Here, in the continuation region LV − rV + c = 0 has solution
V A(h) =
Ahp1 +Bhp2 +
mB0
r , h > B0
A˜hp1 + B˜hp2 + mhδ , h < B0
where A,B, A˜, B˜ are to be obtained from boundary conditions. We recall that default is explicitly
ruled out for the ABM, while in the prepayment region V A(h) = min [B0, h]. The next Proposition
characterizes the value function, showing the (surprising) existence of a prepayment region in low
housing states, at least when the utility from occupying the house is sufficiently low.
Proposition 4.2. The value function V A is increasing, C1 and concave. When m ≤ δ, V A has
action regions
h ≤ B0 ∈ (B0, b) ≥ b
Action Continue Continue Prepay
V A(h) Ahp1 +Bhp2 + mhδ A˜h
p1 + B˜hp2 + mB0r B0
where b is the optimal prepayment boundary. When m > δ, V A has action regions
h ≤ b ∈ (b, B0] ∈ [B0, b) ≥ b
Action Prepay Continue Continue Prepay
V A(h) h Ahp1 +Bhp2 + mhδ A˜h
p1 + B˜hp2 + mB0r B0
where b and b are the optimal prepayment thresholds.
Here we give some intuition for why there is a “lower” prepayment region when δ < m, which at
first may be surprising, but actually has a clear explanation. Indeed, when h < B0, if the borrower
prepays and sells the house he receives h−min [B0, h] = 0. Conversely, by continuing, on the net,
he instantaneously pays (m− δ)hdt where we take into account the utility flow δh dt. Thus, he has
an incentive to prepay. Of course, by prepaying the borrower is giving up the opportunity to prepay
in the future, but when the current home price h is very low, the future prepayment is of lesser
value. This is why prepayment occurs only when house price falls below some optimal threshold
b < B0.
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When m ≤ δ, the instantaneous net payment flow (m − δ)hdt is non-positive so there is no
prepayment region below B0. More formally, prepaying yields min [h,B0] = h which is sub-optimal,
as continuing forever yields the lower value
Eh
[∫ ∞
0
e−rum×min [B0, Hu] du
]
< m
∫ ∞
0
e−ruEh [Hu] du =
m
δ
h ≤ h.
To determine uniquely the six unknowns (b, b, A,B, A˜, B˜), we impose both continuous and smooth
pasting conditions at b, 1 and b. We again refer to the Appendix for details.
At first glance, the ABM low prepayment region and FRM default region appear similar. How-
ever, there is an important difference. For the FRM, the borrower is defaulting, which induces
significant foreclosure costs to the bank. For the ABM the borrower is not defaulting, rather she is
refinancing, or selling the home. Her desire to prepay is based primarily on cash flow considerations.
That the low prepayment region disappears when δ ≥ m provides a key insight into the value
of the ABM (and, as we will see, the SRM as well). Having removed the default incentive, the
homeowner will remain in the mortgage provided his utility is high enough in comparison to the
interest he pays. Especially when this utility is high (e.g he likes the neighborhood or house; rents
are expensive) the borrower will not prepay at low values, and the bank will not receive the house
value in the depressed state.
4.3. SRM. We lastly consider the perpetual SRM, where c(h) = mB0 × min [1, h] and f(h) =
B0 × min [1, h] + α(h − 1)+. For this contract, the solution to the corresponding ODE takes the
form
V S(h) =
Ahp1 +Bhp2 +
mB0
r , h > H0 = 1
A˜hp1 + B˜hp2 + mB0hδ , h < H0 = 1
in the continuation region while in the prepayment region V S(h) = B0×min [1, h]+α(h−1)+. As we
will show in the Proposition below, α drastically increases the complexity of solution. Additionally,
we need to define
(4.3) m∗ := −1− p2
p2
r > 0
since the analysis differs depending on the relationship of m to m∗.
Proposition 4.3. The value function V S is increasing, C1, concave. Furthermore,
(1) If m ≤ δ, there is a unique α∗ such that for α < α∗, V S has action regions
h < 1 ∈ [1, b) ∈ [b, b∗] > b∗
Action Continue Continue Prepay Continue
V S(h) Ahp1 +Bhp2 + mB0hδ A˜h
p1 + B˜hp2 + mB0r B0 + α(h− 1) Bˇhp2 + mB0r
while for α ≥ α∗, V S has action regions
h < 1 > 1
Action Continue Continue
V S(h) Ahp1 +Bhp2 + mB0hδ Bˇh
p2 + mB0r
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(2) If δ < m ≤ m∗, there is a unique α∗ such that for α < α∗, V S has action regions
(4.4)
h ≤ b ∈ (b, 1] ∈ [1, b) ∈ [b, b∗] > b∗
Action Prepay Continue Continue Prepay Continue
V S(h) B0h Ah
p1 +Bhp2 + mB0hδ A˜h
p1 + B˜hp2 + mB0r B0 + α(h− 1) Bˇhp2 + mB0r
while for α ≥ α∗, V S has action regions
(4.5)
h ≤ b ∈ (b, 1] > 1
Action Prepay Continue Continue
V S(h) B0h Ah
p1 +Bhp2 + mB0hδ B˜h
p2 + mB0r
(3) If m∗ < m and α < B0, V S has action regions
h < b ∈ [b, 1] ∈ [1, b] ∈ [b, b∗] > b∗
Action Prepay Continue Continue Prepay Continue
V S(h) B0h Ah
p1 +Bhp2 + mB0hδ A˜h
p1 + B˜hp2 + mB0r B0 + α(h− 1) Bˇhp2 + mB0r
The capital gain sharing feature creates a continuation region for large house price index values,
which is absent for both the FRM and ABM. This region appears because if h >> 1, prepayment
incurs too large a penalty. Furthermore, if α is large enough, then no matter how close h is to
H0 = 1, the penalty is too severe, and the borrower will never prepay. Through numerical examples
below we will further see that in both cases when m ≤ δ and δ < m ≤ m∗, the threshold α∗ is not
very high (e.g. 2%− 3%). As such, the prepayment penalty locks the borrower into his loan, and
the mortgage value is insensitive to the penalty threshold. The prepayment behavior for h below
H0 = 1 can be explained in the similar manner as for the ABM contract.
Remark 4.4. The case m > m∗ and α ≥ B0 is left untreated. Economically it is of no interest
because typical values for α are around 5% and typical values for B0 are 80% − 90%. Clearly, it
would be absurd to have a 80% prepayment penalty.
4.4. Option Values. In order to compute the default option value (FRM) and prepayment option
value (FRM, ABM, SRM), we need to identify the respective mortgage value functions eliminating
the possibility of default and prepayment. Here, we present results for all mortgages simultaneously.
We note that as these contracts are not the actual contracts, but rather “artificial” contracts used to
isolate the value of default and prepayment, we will not use the terms “default” and “prepayment”
when describing the actions. Rather we will use “stop” and “continue”.
Proposition 4.5.
(a) FRM: V NoDef,F (h) = B0 for h > 0: i.e., immediate prepayment is optimal. The value function
V NoPP,F has action table
(4.6)
h ≤ b > b
Action Stop Continue
V NoPP,F (h) h Bhp2 + mB0r
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where b is the optimal stopping threshold.
(b) ABM: V NoDef,A(h) = V A(h) for h > 0 as the ABM contract prevents selective default. The
value function V NoPP,A has action table
(i) m ≤ δ
h ≤ B0 > B0
Action Continue Continue
V NoPP,A(h) Ahp1 + mhδ B˜h
p2 + mB0r
(ii) δ < m ≤ m∗
h ≤ b ∈ (b, B0) ≥ B0
Action Stop Continue Continue
V NoPP,A(h) h Ahp1 +Bhp2 + mhδ B˜h
p2 + mB0r
(iii) m∗ < m
(4.7)
h ≤ b > b
Action Stop Continue
V NoPP,A(h) h Bhp2 + mB0r
where b > B0.
(c) SRM: V NoDef,S(h) = V S(h) for h > 0. The value function V NoPP,S has action table
(i) mB0 ≤ δ
(4.8)
h ≤ 1 > 1
Action Continue Continue
V NoPP,S(h) Ahp1 + mB0hδ B˜h
p2 + mB0r
(ii) δ < mB0 ≤ m∗
h ≤ b ∈ (b, 1) ≥ 1
Action Stop Continue Continue
V NoPP,S(h) h Ahp1 +Bhp2 + mB0hδ B˜h
p2 + mB0r
(iii) m∗ < mB0
h ≤ b > b
Action Stop Continue
V NoPP,S(h) h Bhp2 + mB0r
4.5. Numerical Analysis. We now perform an extensive numerical comparison of the three con-
tracts. To run the numerical analysis, we use late February 2019 rates r = 2.479% (1-month US
Libor) and m = 4.56% (Mortgage Banker’s Association 30 jumbo rate for B0 = 80%). We take
σ = 25%, in accordance with the local house price index volatility during high uncertainty states as
in [18, Section 3]. Lastly, we set α = 5%, the value suggested in [31, 32]. However, for comparison’s
sake we will sometimes consider α = 1% and 2% as well. We consider two cases for δ: low when
δ = 4% < m; and high when δ = 7% > m.
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As summarized in the introduction, our main findings are
(1) The SRM value is insensitive to the capital gain sharing proportion α because, even for small
α (e.g. 1 − 2%), the sharing feature virtually eliminates prepayment when h > B0. As such,
while the prepayment option values for the FRM and ABM are similar, the prepayment option
for the SRM is of little to no value, and may actually decrease with the home value.
(2) Relative to the ABM, the SRM has a lower value, even ignoring the capital gain sharing feature.
This is because the SRM lowers payments once H falls below 1, rather than once H falls below
B0 (as the ABM does), which typically is 0.8 or 0.9.
(3) Depending on the utility parameter δ, the ABM becomes more valuable than the FRM at
relatively low foreclosure costs. Specifically, foreclosure costs which equate the ABM and FRM
contracts range from 20% (low utility) to 60% (high utility). For the SRM, the equivalent
foreclosure costs are much higher (40% to 80%).
(4) For fixed foreclosure costs, the endogenous spread (i.e. the spread over the FRM mortgage rate
which equates the two contract values) of the ABM is very low, compared with the SRM, but
both increase substantially with the utility. For example, with low utilities and 15% foreclosure
costs, the ABM spread is 7.5 basis points (bp), while the SRM is 88 bp. For large utility, the
spreads increase to 98 and 178 bp respectively.
Item (4) above implies that even in the high utility case, the ABM could be marketed with
approximately a 1% higher rate than the FRM. At rather low foreclosure costs, this would make it
as valuable as the FRM, while eliminating both selective default, and in view of Proposition 4.2,
prepayment in low house states. Especially in accordance with the insensitivity of the SRM to the
sharing proportion α, we conclude the ABM is most effective at preventing ruthless defaults, being
palatable to the borrower, and not introducing unexpected prepayment behaviors.
Figure 2 plots the contracts’ value as a function of the house price index. Recall that we have
normalized the index so that at initiation it has value 1. Thus, Figure 2 indicates how the contracts’
value will change with movements of the index. For example, if after one year, the house price
index falls to 0.8 in the δ = 7% case, the FRM will have value 0.587; the ABM 0.440 and the SRM
(α = 5%) 0.373. The important conclusion is that even removing the default incentive, the ABM
and SRM contracts still are not worth as much as the traditional FRM. This is because the gain
incurred by preventing ruthless default is not outweighed by the lowering of the payment rate. Of
course,
Figure 2 also displays that the mortgage value decreases with δ, with the effect much more
pronounced for the ABM and SRM mortgages. Intuitively this is clear: once the default incentive
is removed, the higher utility the borrower obtains from owning the house, the less likely she will be
to prepay. As such the payment rate comprises the bulk of the mortgage value, and this payment
rate is lowered for the ABM and SRM both by construction and since H decreases with δ.
The ABM and SRM remove the default incentive. To gain an understanding of how valuable
prepayments are, in Figure 3, we plot the relative prepayment option values for the ABM and SRM,
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Figure 2. This figure plots the mortgage value functions for FRM (thin dash),
ABM (thick dash), and SRM (α = 5%) (solid) with respect to the house price h for
δ = 4% (left) and δ = 7% (right).
Figure 3. This figure plots the relative prepayment option values for FRM (thin
dash), ABM (thick dash), SRM (α = 1%) (dot-dash), and SRM (α = 5%) (solid) as
a function of the house price h for δ = 4% (left) and δ = 7% (right).
along with the FRM. Here, we see a striking difference between the FRM, ABM contracts and the
SRM contract. For the first two, the option value significantly increases for large home values, as
one would expect. However, for the SRM, depending on the sharing proportion α, the prepayment
option may actually decrease with the home value. This is entirely due to the capitalization sharing
feature, which penalizes prepayment for high home prices. Indeed, in the low utility δ = 4% case, for
the small sharing proportion α = 1%, the SRM prepayment option increases with the home value,
though much more gradually than either the ABM or FRM. However, for α = 5% the penalty is
too large and the prepayment option decreases. Lastly, note that for all the contracts, the relative
prepayment option values substantially decrease as δ increases: as the homeowner derives more
utility from living in the house, he has less incentive to prepay.
Figure 3 suggests one study the sensitivity of the SRM contract value with respect to α. Figure
4 shows the map α→ V S(1). Here, (note the y axis scaling) we see α has a minimal effect on the
contract value. This is because if α exceeds the threshold α∗(m) from Proposition 4.3 (6.55% for
low δ, and 1.58% for high δ), the borrower never prepays the SRM when h > 1, and hence the
contract value is constant in α. The insensitivity of V S(1) to α is even more striking if the borrower
receives a high utility from living in the house.
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Figure 4. This figure plots the map α→ V S(1;α) for δ = 4% (left) and δ = 7% (right).
4.6. Foreclosure Costs. To gain a clearer picture of the respective contracts’ effectiveness, we
now account for foreclosure costs. Indeed, should the borrower default at τ , the bank may receive
far less than the home price Hτ , due to both direct and indirect foreclosure costs, which may be
30 − 40% of the home value ([8, 4]). Therefore, it is imperative to account for foreclosure, and
in fact, this can only present the ABM and SRM contracts in a better light, since they explicitly
remove the default incentive.
We assume that upon default of the FRM at τ , there is a fractional loss φ incurred by the bank,
so that rather than receiving Hτ , the bank receives (1 − φ)Hτ . The borrower, of course, does not
care about φ, so φ will not affect the default time. Thus, as the optimal stopping time, for a
given starting house price level of h, is τ(h) = inf
{
t ≥ 0 | Ht ≤ b or Ht ≥ b
}
with default at b and
prepayment at b, the FRM has foreclosure-adjusted value
V Fφ (h) = Eh
[∫ τ(h)
0
e−rumB0du+ e−rτ(h)
(
(1− φ)b1τ(h)≤τ(h) +B01τ(h)≥τ(h)
)]
;
= V F (h)− φbEh
[
e−rτ(h)1τ(h)≤τ(h)
]
.
where we have written τ(h) and τ(h) as the first hitting times to b and b, respectively, given H0 = h.
The function u(h) := Eh
[
e−rτ(h)1τ(h)≤τ(h)
]
clearly satisfies the boundary conditions u(b) = 1 and
u(b) = 0. In region (b, b) it satisfies the ODE Lu− ru = 0. As such, it admits the explicit solution
u(h) =
(
b
h
)−p2 (bp1−p2 − hp1−p2
b
p1−p2 − bp1−p2
)
so that
(4.9) V Fφ (h) = V
F (h)− φ× b1−p2h−p2
(
b
p1−p2 − hp1−p2
b
p1−p2 − bp1−p2
)
for h ∈ (b, b). Using (4.9) we may easily identify the foreclose proportions φA = φA(h) and
φS = φS(h) which equate the adjusted FRM value V Fφ (h) with the respective ABM and SRM
values V A(h) and V S(h). This will tell us how large foreclosure costs need to be, in order for the
proposed contracts to have the same value as the FRM.
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Figure 5 plots the map h→ φA(h) and h→ φS(h) for house prices below the initial H0 = 1. It is
very interesting that, except at extremely low prices, the equivalent foreclosure rates are insensitive
to the house price. Thus, once foreclosure costs are estimated, the contracts may be adopted
with relatively little risk (in terms of losing value compared with the FRM) due to house price
movements. Second, equivalent foreclosure costs are relatively low, especially in the low utility
case. For example, when δ = 4%, the ABM becomes more valuable than the FRM once foreclosure
costs approach 20% of the home value. The SRM fares worse, with equivalent costs in the 40%
range, but none-the-less both contracts outperform at the observed foreclosure costs of [8, 4]. For
large δ foreclosure costs must be very high before the ABM and SRM contracts are competitive.
Here, the significant utility the homeowner receives by living in the house, induces the homeowner
to neither prepay (nor default). As such, the lower payment rate dominates, reducing the ABM
and SRM contract values.
A second way of comparing the contracts’ performance accounting for foreclosure costs is to
identify endogenous mortgage rates. Here, for a given foreclosure percentage cost φ and FRM
contract rate m, the idea is to find rates mA,mS at which all three contracts have the same value.
More precisely, if we think of the contracts’ value as functions of both the house price and mortgage
rate, then we use (4.9) to seek mA,mS such that
V Fφ (1,m) = V
A(1,mA) = V S(1,mS).
Figure 6 then plots the maps φ → 10, 000 × (mA −m) and φ → 10, 000 × (mS −m) at h = 1, to
express the results in basis points. For example, in the case of δ = 4%, if foreclosure costs are 15%
of the home value, then the ABM contract need only offer a spread of 7.5 basis points before it has
the same value as the FRM, while the SRM must offer a much higher spread of 88 basis points.
For costs above 20% the ABM can actually offer a lower mortgage rate than the FRM. For δ = 7%
the spreads significantly increase, with the ABM needing to offer 98 basis points and the SRM 178
basis points.
Especially for the ABM, Figure 6 enables a powerful message, even in the high utility case. For
a “low” spread of 1% over the traditional FRM rate, the ABM will ensure the depositor is never
underwater. As the borrower utility from remaining in the house is large relative to her rate, she
will not prepay the mortgage at low price values. Thus, the borrower gets default protection, and
the bank gets a fairly valued mortgage, with little to no possibility of receiving the house in low
house price states.
5. Finite Horizon Case
Our last section considers the finite maturity version of the contracts. We are interested in seeing
how the perpetual conclusions hold up when there is a finite horizon, with a particular interest in
the prepayment and default regions.
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Figure 5. This figure plots equivalent foreclosure costs (in %) for ABM (thick
dash) and SRM (α = 5%) (solid) as a function of the house price h for δ = 4% (left)
and δ = 7% (right).
Figure 6. This figure plots endogenous mortgage rate spreads (in basis points) at
h = 1, as a function of the foreclosure cost for ABM (thick dash) and SRM (α = 5%)
(solid) for δ = 4% (left) and δ = 7% (right).
5.1. Constant interest rate. To identify the action regions, we numerically solve (3.8), which
for constant interest rate r > 0 specifies to
min
[
Vt +
1
2
σ2h2Vhh + (r − δ)hVh − rV + c, f − V
]
(t, h) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ), h > 0
V (T, h) = f(T, h), h > 0
for c(t, h) and f(t, h) determined by the three contracts
(5.1)
Contract c(t, h) f(t, h)
FRM cF min
[
BFt , h
]
ABM cF ×min [1, h/Bt] min
[
BFt , h
]
SRM cF ×min [1, h] BFt ×min [1, h] + α(h− 1)+1t<T
Note that f(T, h) = 0 in all three cases, so V (T, h) = 0. The difficulties which arise in the finite
maturity case are first that the valuation equation is a PDE instead of an ODE (value function
now depends on t), and second, the optimal prepayment/default boundaries are functions of time.
However guided by the perpetual case, we expect the following structures of prepayment and default
regions.
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For the FRM, there are two curves b = {b(t)}t≤T and b =
{
b(t)
}
t≤T such that the default region
is {(t, h) : h ≤ b(t)}, the prepayment region is {(t, h) : h ≥ b(t)}, and the continuation region is{
(t, h) : b(t) < h < b(t)
}
. We can also deduce the terminal condition b(T ) = b(T ) = 0.
For the ABM, there are also two curves b and b with prepayment when h ≤ b(t) or h ≥ b(t);
else with continuation. However, if δ is large enough the curve b may disappear (at least for
certain times). Lastly, for the SRM there is triple (b, b, b∗). Prepayment occurs if h ≤ b(t) or
b(t) ≤ h ≤ b∗(t); else the borrower continues. However, depending on α and δ (and potentially the
time t) these regions may disappear.
Figure 7. This figure plots FRM prepayment and default boundaries (thick line),
and ABM prepayment boundaries (thin line) as a function of time t for δ = 4%
(left) and δ = 7% (right). The dot-dashed line represents the remaining balance.
;
Figure 8. This figure plots SRM prepayment boundaries as a function of time t
for α = 5% (left) and α = 2% (right). Also the utility rate δ = 4%. Prepayment
regions are below the lowest curve and within the wedge. Everywhere else is the
continuation region.
To numerically compute the boundaries and value functions, we use a backward finite difference
explicit scheme6. Parameter values are the same as in Section 4.5 and T = 30 years. Figures 7
6Our code is available upon request.
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and 8 broadly verify our intuition. Indeed, Figure 7 shows the ABM continuation region contains
the FRM region in that the FRM borrower will default or prepay first. In fact, this can be shown
analytically as both contracts have the payoff functions upon termination, but the value of FRM
has a higher payment rate). Furthermore, for δ high enough there will be no prepayment in low
house price states at t = 0. Interestingly, for the ABM, low house state prepayment arises further
into the life of the loan in the high utility case. This was of course absent in the perpetual case,
where a simple comparison of m versus δ determined if low-state prepayment should ever occur.
Heuristically, this can be seen by noting for Ht = h < B
F
t that immediate prepayment yields h,
while waiting until maturity yields
Eht
[∫ T
t
e−r(u−t)cF min
[
1,
Hu
BFu
]
du
]
= h×
∫ T
t
e−r(u−t)cFE
[
min
[
1
h
,
e(r−δ−σ2/2)(u−t)+σ
√
u−tZ(1− e−mT )
B0(1− e−m(T−u))
]]
du
for Z ∼ N(0, 1). The monotone convergence theorem implies that the integral term on the right-
hand side goes to +∞ as h ↓ 0. Therefore, for finite horizon, immediate prepayment is not
dominated by waiting forever. This of course, does not prove immediately that prepaying is optimal
among all policies, but does point to show that the residual horizon is finite, immediate prepayment
is a more viable option, and in fact, Figure 7 shows if the remaining horizon is small enough, there
is a low-house state prepayment region.
For the SRM, the interesting part of Figure 8 is for large h. Here, there is a prepayment “wedge”.
We have already seen that for h > 1 large enough, the capital gain penalty α(h− 1) will eliminate
early prepayment. Figure 8 shows this phenomena in the time dimension: namely that for any
h > 1 there is a residual horizon T − t below which the borrower will not prepay because the
sharing feature dominates the gain from early prepayment. In fact, this is very easy to see: for
h > 1 immediate prepayment at t < T yields BFt + α(h− 1), while never prepaying yields
Eht
[∫ T
t
e−r(u−t)cF ×min [1, Hu] du
]
≤ cF ×min
[
1− e−r(T−t)
r
, h
1− e−δ(T−t)
δ
]
.
As such all (t, h) such that BFt + α(h − 1) exceeds min
[
(1− e−r(T−t))/r, h(1− e−δ(T−t))/δ] must
lie in the continuation region. This set induces a wedge-shaped prepayment region, and it easy to
see for any h > 1 that (t, h) will lie in the continuation region for t close enough to T .
5.2. Stochastic interest rate. We lastly allow for stochastic interest rates. Namely, recall (3.1),
and assume r follows a CIR process so that
(5.2) drt = κ(θ − rt)dt+ ξ√rtdBt; d〈W,B〉t = ρdt
where |ρ| < 1 and κ, θ, ξ > 0 are constants with κθ ≥ ξ2/2, to ensure r stays strictly positive The
free boundary problem (3.8) specifies to
min
[
Vt +
1
2
ξ2rVrr + ξσρ
√
rhVrh +
1
2
σ2h2Vhh + κ(θ − r)Vr + (r − δ)hVh − rV + c, f − V
]
= 0
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for t ≤ T and r, h > 0, with terminal condition v(T, r, h) = f(T, h) and (c, f) given in (5.1). We
solve the PDE backwards using an explicit scheme. Our main interest lies in discovering how the
action regions vary jointly with the interest rate and house price. As we will see, at a very broad
level, the conclusions obtained in the perpetual, constant interest rate case transfer over. The
parameter values for the rate m and house price volatility σ are the same as in Section 4.5, and
T = 30 years. The interest rate parameters: long term mean θ = 2.479%, the mean reversion is
κ = 0.25, the volatility is ξ = 0.10, and correlation coefficient is ρ = −0.5.
In the low utility case of δ = 4%, the upper panels of Figures 9 (FRM) and 10 (ABM) show
the default, continuation and prepayment regions at times t = 0 and 10 years. The prepayment
regions for both contracts are consistent with Proposition 3.2: prepayment only occurs for large
house price values and when rt < m.
As for default (or lower prepayment for the ABM), the regions are rather insensitive to the interest
value r, lending validity to conclusions drawn in the perpetual case of Section 4. Furthermore, as
time evolves both the prepayment and default regions decrease (along with the balance). Lastly,
though hard to tell, the upper prepayment region for the ABM is above that for the FRM, and the
lower prepayment region for the ABM is lower than the default region for the FRM. As such, the
ABM borrower waits longer to make a decision, and as noted above, this can be shown rigorously.
The lower panels of Figures 9 and 10 give the analogous plots in the high utility δ = 7%
case. Here, the FRM regions are essentially unchanged (a close inspection will see the prepayment
boundaries are shifted upwards as δ → 7% as one would expect). By contrast, the increase in δ has
a drastic effect on the ABM. The upper prepayment region sees a modest increase, but the lower
prepayment region is virtually eliminated. This is consistent with the infinite horizon, constant r
case (see Proposition 4.2) as well as the finite horizon, constant interest rate case (c.f. the right
plot in Figure 7).
Figure 11 shows the SRM regions in the low utility δ = 4% case for respective prepayment
penalties α = 5% and α = 2%. Here, in both instances, the continuation region is significantly
wider, compared with FRM and ABM (note the house price scaling), with the upper prepayment
region essentially disappearing by 10 years (in fact, as shown for the constant r case the upper
prepayment region is rather a wedge, bounded from above by a second continuation region). This
is entirely due to the profit sharing penalty.
Appendix A. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 3.1. First consider the ABM. From (3.2) and (3.4) it suffices to show BA ≤ H.
But, this is obvious from (2.3). Next, consider the SRM. From (3.3) and (3.4) it suffices to show
BS + α(H − 1)+ ≤ H. From (2.7) we know for t ≤ T that
Ht −
(
BSt + α(Ht − 1)+
)
= Ht −BFt min [1, Ht]− α(Ht − 1)+.
On Ht > 1 this is (1 − α)(Ht − 1) + (1 − BFt ) ≥ 0 since BFt ≤ B0 ≤ 1. On Ht ≤ 1 this is
Ht(1−BFt ) ≥ 0.
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Figure 9. This figure plots stopping regions for FRM when δ = 4% (upper panels)
and δ = 7% (lower panels) for t = 0 (left panels) and t = 10 (right panels) years.
The y axis represents the house index and x axis the interest rate. The prepayment
region is darkly shaded and the default region is lightly shaded.
We now turn to the CWM. As a preliminary result, we first show almost surely on [0, T ]× Ω
(A.1) DCt = esssup
τ∈[t,T ]
Et
[
e−
∫ τ
t rvdv
(
BCτ −Hτ
)+]
.
Indeed, let τ be any fixed (bounded) stopping time and recall the formula for BC in (2.5). By the
optional sampling theorem BCτ = Eτ
[∫ T
τ e
− ∫ uτ rvdvcCu du]. Therefore, by the tower property
Et
[∫ τ
t
e−
∫ u
t rvdvcCu du+ e
− ∫ τt rvdvBCτ
]
= Et
[∫ T
t
e−
∫ u
t rvdvcCu du
]
= BCt ,
and this holds for all τ . Thus, (3.4) implies V
(bwr),NoDef,C
t = Ht −BCt . Continuing, as min [a, b] =
b− (b− a)+
Et
[∫ τ
t
e−
∫ u
t rvdvcCu du+ e
− ∫ τt rvdv min [Hτ , BCτ ]] = BCt − Et [e− ∫ τt rvdv (BCτ −Hτ)+]
As this holds for all τ it is clear from (3.2) that
V
(bwr),C
t = Ht − essinf
τ∈[t,T ]
(
BCt − Et
[
e−
∫ τ
t rvdv
(
BCτ −Hτ
)+])
;
= V
(bwr),NoDef,C
t + esssup
τ∈[t,T ]
Et
[
e−
∫ τ
t rvdv
(
BCτ −Hτ
)+]
,
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Figure 10. This figure plots stopping regions for ABM when δ = 4% (upper panels)
and δ = 7% (lower panels) for t = 0 (left panels) and t = 10 (right panels) years.
The y axis represents the house index and x axis the interest rate. The prepayment
regions are darkly shaded.
which gives the result. With this identity, we first show (3.5) implies D
(bwr),C
t = 0 almost surely.
Define the martingale M· := E
(∫ ·
0 σdWv
)
· and set M˜0 = E
[∫ T
0 min [1, Hu] e
− ∫ u0 rvdvdu]. Let
t ≤ s ≤ T . From (2.6) we see
BCs =
B0
M˜0
Es
[∫ T
s
e−
∫ u
s rvdv min [1, Hu] du
]
;
=
B0
M˜0
Hs
Ms
Es
[∫ T
s
min
[
e−
∫ u
0 rvdv+δt, e−δ(u−s)Mu
]
du
]
;
≤ B0
(
1− e−δ(T−s))
δM˜0
Hs ≤
B0
(
1− e−δ(T−t))
δM˜0
Hs,
so that (3.5) implies BC ≤ H on [t, T ] and hence D(bwr),Ct0 = 0 almost surely (c.f. (A.1)). We now
prove the opposite direction, assuming (3.5) is violated. As min [a, b] = b− (b− a)+ we deduce
BCt
Ht
=
B0
M˜0
1
Ht
∫ T
t
Et
[
e−
∫ u
t rvdvHu
]
du− B0
M˜0
1
Ht
Et
[∫ T
t
e−
∫ u
t rvdv (Hu − 1)+ du
]
;
=
B0
(
1− e−δ(T−t))
δM˜0
− B0
M˜0
1
Ht
Et
[∫ T
t
e−
∫ u
t rvdv (Hu − 1)+ du
]
.
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Figure 11. This figure plots stopping regions for SRM when α = 5% (upper panels)
and α = 2% (lower panels) for t = 0 (left panels) and t = 10 (right panels) years in
the low utility case δ = 4%. The y axis represents the house index and x axis the
interest rate. The prepayment regions are darkly shaded.
As (3.5) is violated, we may write B0
(
1− e−δ(T−t)) = (1 + ε)δM˜0, for some ε > 0. Therefore,
BCt
Ht
= 1 + ε− B0
M˜0
1
Ht
Et
[∫ T
t
e−
∫ u
t rvdv (Hu − 1)+ du
]
.
We next claim
(A.2) essinf
(
1
Ht
Et
[∫ T
t
e−
∫ u
t rvdv (Hu − 1)+ du
])
= 0.
Given this, there is a set At ∈ Ft with positive probability such that on At
1
Ht
Et
[∫ T
t
e−
∫ u
t rvdv (Hu − 1)+ du
]
≤ εM˜0
2B0
,
so that BCt ≥ (1 + ε/2)Ht on At. Now, define the stopping time τ := t1At + T1Act . As BCT = 0 we
see D
(bwr),C
t ≥ ε/2 on At and the result follows since Atˆ has strictly positive probability. It remains
to show (A.2), but this is clear by considering the map
h 7→ Et
[∫ T
t
(
e−δ(u−t)
Mu
Mt
− 1
h
e−
∫ u
t rvdv
)+
du
]
,
as h ↓ 0. 
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Proof of Proposition 3.2. For the SRM, by definition, prepayment never occurs when Ht ≤ Bt
(should the borrower terminate at this time, it is labeled a default). Next, for each contract,
on the set {rt > m,Ht > Bt} prepaying immediately yields Bt. Consider the stopping time τ =
inf [u ≥ t | rt ≤ m]∧T . For the FRM, straightforward calculations (integration by parts along with
(2.1)) show
Et
[∫ τ
t
cF e−
∫ u
t rvdvdu+ e−
∫ τ
t rvdv min [Bτ , Hτ ]
]
= Bt +
B0
1− e−mT Et
[
−
∫ τ
t
(ru −m)e−
∫ u
t rvdvdu+ e−m(T−t)
(
1− e−
∫ τ
t (rv−m)dv
)]
.
For ω fixed, the map
w → −
∫ w
t
(ru −m)e−
∫ u
t rvdvdu+ e−m(T−t)
(
1− e−
∫ w
t (rv−m)dv
)
has derivative
−(rw −m)e−
∫ w
t rvdv
(
1− e−m(T−w)
)
.
Thus, for the given τ we know almost surely that
Et
[
−
∫ τ
t
(ru −m)e−
∫ u
t rvdvdu+ e−m(T−t)
(
1− e−
∫ τ
t (rv−m)dv
)]
≤ 0,
with strict inequality on {rt > m}, giving the result for the FRM. The ABM case follows immedi-
ately since cA ≤ cF . 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Throughout we use m > r, (4.2) as well as the identity
(A.3)
1− p2
−p2 ×
p1 − 1
p1
=
δ
r
.
The value matching and smooth pasting conditions identify A,B in terms of b, b (and show A,B < 0
which will verify concavity of V F ), and, writing b = B0z, b = B0y for 0 < z < 1 < y, lead to the
following system of equations
1
r
z−p2 − p1 − 1
p1
1
m
z1−p2 =
(
1
r
− 1
m
)
y−p2 ;
1
r
z−p1 − 1− p2−p2
1
m
z1−p1 =
(
1
r
− 1
m
)
y−p1 .
(A.4)
For 0 < z < 1, the left-hand side of the first equation above is strictly positive. However, for the
left hand side of the second equation to be positive we need z < (−p2/(1− p2))(m/r). For m < m∗
from (4.3) this requires 0 < z < z := (−p2/(1−p2))(m/r) < 1. For m ≥ m∗ there is no restriction.
With this proviso, from the first equality in (A.4) we obtain
(A.5) y = z
(
1
r − p1−1p1 z 1m
1
r − 1m
)−1/p2
.
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For now, let us ignore if y > 1. Plugging y into the second equality in (A.4) and simplifying we
wish to solve
1
r
− 1− p2−p2
1
m
z =
(
1
r
− 1
m
)
z
(
1
r − 1m
1
r − p1−1p1 z 1m
)−p1/p2
,
This will have a solution if and only if
1 = f(z) :=
(
1 + k
(
1− p1 − 1
p1
z
))p1
×
(
1− k
(
1− p2
−p2 z − 1
))−p2
; k =
1
m
1
r − 1m
> 0.
Direct calculation shows f(0) > 1 and that f is strictly decreasing. Now, if m ≥ m∗ then f(1) < 1
if and only if (
1− k−p2
)(
1 +
−p2
p1
k
−p2
)−p1/p2
< 1.
But, for any c > 0 the map ` → (1 − `)(1 + `/c)c is strictly decreasing. At ` = k/(−p2) and
c = −p2/p1 we thus see the above inequality holds. Therefore, when m ≥ m∗ there is a unique
z ∈ (0, 1) such that with y as in (A.5) the system of equations in (A.4) has a solution. If m < m∗
then f(z) = 0 and there is a unique z ∈ (0, z) such that with y as in (A.5) the system of equations
in (A.4) has a solution zˆ. We also claim zˆ ≤ m/δ. Indeed, this is obvious if either a) m ≥ δ or b)
m < δ ≤ m∗, where b) follows since
zˆ < z =
−p2
1− p2
m
r
=
m
m∗
≤ m
δ
.
In the remaining cases m < m∗ < δ or m∗ ≤ m < δ calculation shows (since m/δ < 1 if m∗ ≤ m < δ
and m/δ < z if m < m∗ < δ)
f
(m
δ
)−1/p2
=
(
1−
(
1
−p2
1
δ
1
r − 1m
))(
1 +
−p2
p1
(
1
−p2
1
δ
1
r − 1m
))−p1/p2
< 1,
where the inequality follows since (1− `)(1 + `/c)c is decreasing in ` for 0 < ` < 1 and c > 0. Thus,
in all cases, zˆ ≤ m/δ.
The next thing to show is that for this z, the y from (A.5) exceeds 1. To see this, note that for
any solution (y, z) to (A.4) with 0 < z < 1 we from (A.5) that y > z. Next, with b = B0z, b = B0y,
as A,B < 0, V F is C1, concave, and strictly concave in (b, b). Thus, since V F (h) = h on (0, b), by
strict concavity on (b, b) we know V F (h) < h for h > b. But, this implies V (b) = B0 < b and hence
y > 1.
The last thing to do is show V F is the value function. As it is C1. piece-wise C2 and H of
unbounded variation, Itoˆ’s formula applies ([35]) and thus
e−rtV F (Ht) = V F (h)−mB0
∫ t
0
e−ru1b<Hu<bdu− δ
∫ t
0
e−ruHu1Hu≤b +
∫ t
0
e−ruV˙ F (Hu)σHudWu;
= V F (h)−mB0
∫ t
0
e−rudu+mB0
∫ t
0
e−ru1Hu≥bdu
+
∫ t
0
e−ru(mB0 − δHu)1Hu≤b +
∫ t
0
e−ruV˙ F (Hu)σHudWu;
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By concavity, V˙ F (h) ≤ 1h≤B0 , which implies
∫∞
0 e
−2ru(V˙ F (HU ))2σ2H2udu ≤ σ2B20/(2r) and the
local martingale above is uniformly integrable. Therefore, by Optional Sampling, we conclude for
any stopping time that
Eh
[∫ τ
0
mB0e
−rudu+ e−rτ min [B0, Hτ ]
]
= V F (h)+
Eh
[∫ τ
0
e−ru
(
mB01Hu≥b + (mB0 − δHu)e−ru1Hu≤b
)
du+ e−rτ
(
min [B0, Hτ ]− V F (Hτ )
)]
.
By concavity, V F (h) ≤ min [B0, h] and on h ≤ b we know mB0 − δHu ≥ B0(m − δzˆ) ≥ 0. This
shows the quantity on the second line above is non-negative for all stopping times τ , and, if we
define τ to be the first time H hits b (prepayment) or b (default) then the quantity on the second
line is 0. This gives the result. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. The calculations are similar in spirit to those in Proposition 4.1, and
hence an outline will be given. First, for m ≤ δ the value matching and smooth pasting conditions
directly give
b = B0
(
p1
r − p1−1δ
p1
r − p1m
)−1/p2
,
along with explicit formulas for A˜, B˜, A which show A˜, B˜, A < 0. b > B0 because p1/m > (p1−1)/δ
when m ≤ δ. By strict concavity on (B0, b) and V˙ (b) = 0, V is strictly increasing on (B0, b) so
V (h) ≤ B0 on [B0,∞). Again by concavity, V˙ (0) = m/δ ≤ 1 and hence V (h) ≤ h on (0, B0).
Therefore, V (h) ≤ min [B0, h]. From here, the verification argument is identical to that in the
proof of Proposition 4.1 (noting that |V˙ (h)| ≤ K1h≤babm).
When m > δ we have six equations (value matching and smooth pasting at b, B0, b) and
six unknowns (b, A,B, A˜, B˜, b). However, A,B, A˜, B˜ can all be expressed in terms of b, b with
A,B, A˜, B˜ < 0, and, writing b = B0z for0 < z < 1, b = B0y for y > 1, we obtain the system of
equations
−(1− p2)
(
1
δ
− 1
m
)
z1−p1 − p2
(
1
r
− 1
m
)
y−p1 =
−p2
r
− 1− p2
δ
;
−(p1 − 1)
(
1
δ
− 1
m
)
z1−p2 + p1
(
1
r
− 1
m
)
y−p2 =
p1
r
− p1 − 1
δ
.
Solving the first equation for z, calculation shows 0 < z < 1 for all y > 1 if m < m∗, while if
m ≥ m∗ there exists y > 1 such that 0 < z < 1 only for 1 < y < y. Plugging z = z(y) from
the first equation into the second leads us to solve an equation of the form g(y) = 0 on y > 1
(m < m∗) or 1 < y < y (m ≥ m∗). In each case, one can show g(1) < 0; g˙(y) > 0 on y > 1
(m < m∗) or 1 < y < y (m ≥ m∗); and limy↑∞ g(y) = ∞ (m < m∗) or g(y) > 0 (m ≥ m∗).
Thus, there is a unique yˆ in the allowable range such that g(yˆ) = 0. This gives the V . As V is
concave with V (h) = h for small h and V (h) = B0 for large h; and b < B0 < b, it is easy to show
V (h) ≤ min [h,B0]. From here, the verification argument is the same as in Proposition 4.1 (again,
noting that |V˙ (h)| ≤ K1h≤b).
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
Proof of Proposition 4.3. While similar in spirit to Propositions 4.1, 4.2 the calculations are very
long and involved for the SRM. As such, only an outline is given for the δ < m ≤ m∗ case7.
Let V be defined via (4.5). Direct calculation shows V is C1 for
b =
(
1
δ − 1m
1
δ − −p21−p2 1r
) 1
p1−1
,
along with explicitly given A,B, B˜ < 0. This shows V is also non-decreasing and concave. This
latter fact implies V (h) ≤ B0h for 0 < h < 1. Since Eh
[∫∞
0 e
−2ruσ2H2uV˙ (Hu)2du
]
< ∞, for any
α > 0, verification will follow provided
V (h) = B˜hp2 +
mB0
r
≤ B0 + α(h− 1); h > 1.
A lengthy calculation proves the existence of a unique α∗ such that the above holds for α ≥ α∗;
and that α∗ is the unique 0 of
α→ 1− p2−p2
(
p2B˜
) 1
1−p2 α
−p2
1−p2 − α−mB0
(
1
r
− 1
m
)
,
in (0,−p2mB0 (1/r − 1/m). Therefore, V = V S for α ≥ α∗.
Next, we turn to α < α∗. Define V via (4.4). Direct calculation shows V is C1 on (b∗,∞) for
b∗ =
−p2
1− p2
(
mB0
α
(
1
r
− 1
m
)
+ 1
)
,
and that Bˇ < 0 is explicitly given in terms of b∗. Note that α < α∗ < −p2mB0 (1/r − 1/m) implies
b∗ > 1. Next, value matching and smooth pasting give A,B, A˜, B˜ < 0 in terms of b, b, and leave us
to solve the system of equations
(b)1−p2 − p1
p1 − 1
(
mB0
α
(
1
r
− 1
m
)
+ 1
)
(b)−p2 +
mB0
α
(
1
δ
− 1
m
)
(b)1−p2 =
mB0
α
(
1
δ
− p1
p1 − 1
1
r
)
;
(b)1−p1 − −p2
1− p2
(
mB0
α
(
1
r
− 1
m
)
+ 1
)
(b)−p1 +
mB0
α
(
1
δ
− 1
m
)
(b)1−p1 =
mB0
α
(
1
δ
− −p2
1− p2
1
r
)
,
in the region 0 < b < 1 < b < b∗. Solving the second equation for b we find
b =
 1δ − 1m
1
δ − −p21−p2 1r +
(
−p2
1−p2
(
1
r − 1m + αmB0
)
− αmB0 b
)
(b)−p1
 1p1−1 .
Calculation shows 0 < b < 1 for 1 < b < b∗. Plugging this into the first equation above, b is obtained
by solving an equation of the form g(y) = 0 for 1 < y < b∗. Analysis shows g(1) > 0 and g˙(y) < 0.
Now, recall that b∗ depends on α. A long calculation shows that for α = −p2mB0(1/r − 1/m),
g(b∗(α)) > 0, but there exists a unique αˆ ∈ (0,−p2mB0(1/r − 1/m)) such that g(b∗(αˆ)) = 0 and
g(b∗(α)) < 0 for 0 < α < αˆ. Thus, for such α there is a unique b ∈ (1, b∗(α)) solving our system.
7Please contact the authors to receive a complete copy of all the proofs in the perpetual, constant interest rate
case.
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Lastly, a long calculation shows that αˆ = α∗ as previously computed. The rest of the verification
argument follows along the lines of the previous propositions. 
Proof of Proposition 4.5. We first treat the FRM. When there is no default
V NoDef,F = inf
τ
Eh
[∫ τ
0
mB0e
−rudu+ e−rτB0
]
.
As m > r the function t → ∫ t0 mB0e−rudu + e−rtB0 is strictly increasing. Thus, τ ≡ 0 is optimal
with value B0. Next, removing the prepayment option
V NoPP,F = inf
τ≥0
Eh
[∫ τ
0
mB0e
−rudu+ e−rτHτ
]
.
Direct calculations show V defined via (4.6) is C1 for
b =
−p2
1− p2
m
r
B0; B =
1
p2
b1−p2 .
This also shows V is strictly increasing, concave, and hence V (h) ≤ h. Next, note that for h ≤ b
we have
mB0 − δh ≥ mB0
(
1− −p2
1− p2
δ
r
)
≥ 0,
where the last inequality follows from (A.3). By Itoˆ’s formula we may deduce
e−rτV (Hτ ) = V (h)−
∫ τ
0
mB0e
−rudu+
∫ τ
0
(mB0 − δHu)1Hu≤be−rudu
+
∫ τ
0
σHuV˙ (Hu)e
−rudWu.
It is easy to show Eh
[∫∞
0 σ
2H2uV˙ (Hu)
2e−2rudu
]
< ∞, so the local martingale term vanishes in
expectation. Therefore, V = V NoPP,F .
For the ABM we already know V NoDef,A = V A from Theorem 3.1. As for V NoPP,A, for the
sake of brevity we will outline the case m∗ < m for m∗ from (4.3) (the other cases involve similar
analysis). From (A.3) we see that m > δ here as well. Define V via (4.7). Direct calculation shows
V is C1 with b(−p2/(1 − p2))mB0/r = mB0/m∗ and B˜ = (1/p2)(b)1−p2 < 0. Note that b > B0
because m > m∗. This means V is concave, increasing with V (h) ≤ h (because V (h) = h before
b). Clearly, Eh
[∫∞
0 e
−2ruσ2H2uV˙ (Hu)2du
]
<∞ and from Itoˆwe know
e−rτV (Hτ ) = V (h)−
∫ τ
0
mmin [B0, Hu] e
−rudu+
∫ τ
0
(mmin [B0, Hu]− δHu) 1Hu≤be−rudu
+
∫ τ
0
σHuV˙ (Hu)dWu
The martingale term vanishes in expectation and
(mmin [B0, h]− δh) 1h≤b = (m− δ)h1h≤B0 + (mB0 − δh)1B0<h≤mB0/m∗ ;
≥ (m− δ)h1h≤B0 +mB0(1− δ/m∗)1B0<h≤mB0/m∗ ;
≥ 0.
Verification thus follows, finishing the ABM case.
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For the SRM, Theorem 3.1 ensures V NoDef,S = V S . As for V NoPP,S , in the interest of brevity
we will outline the case mB0 ≤ δ. Define V via (4.8). V is C1 with
A = − mB0
p1 − p2
(
1− p2
δ
− −p2
r
)
< 0; B˜ = − mB0
p1 − p2
(
p1
r
− p1 − 1
δ
)
< 0.
This also implies V is concave, increasing with 0 ≤ V˙ (h) ≤ V˙ (0) = mB0/δ ≤ 1 since mB0 ≤ δ.
Therefore, V (0) = 0 implies V (h) ≤ h. From here, verification easily follows. 
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